
Allotment Area Boundary Plots
Vacant 

Plots

No. on 

waiting 

list

Meters 

Estimated 

Cost

(£70/m)

Alexandra Road 

(between 51 & 53 

Alexandrea Road)

SOUTH DERELICT - Other sites in area have land that could be brought 

back in to use.

Not 

Required 

 

Alexander Road SOUTH Boundary rope and posts (Average) / Main path from main gates 

(Average) / Metal mesh fencing along from side of the allotment and 

along the back (As new) / Mix wooden fencing at left side of 

allotment from private dwellings / Slabbed pathway where some are 

broken (Average)

14 0 1 Not 

Required 

 

Beechtree Road EAST Perimeter fencing metal (Good) Community building located on left 

after main gates may have asbestos roof. In between plots they 

maybe using asbestos panels as fencing. 

15 2 0 Not 

required 

 

Blakenall Lane NORTH Chain Link fence (Average) with hedggrow / Footpath leading to the 

allotment from leamore park (Average) 

18 0 1 Not 

Required 

 

Broad Lane NORTH The perimeter fencing is in good condition, metal pallasade. No 

issues regarding security or fencing 

27 0 2 Not 

Required 

 

Clayhanger Lane EAST The site has no issues at all regarding boundaries, they are all secure 

with pallasade fencing.

16 0 10 Not 

Required 

 

Delves Green Road 1 SOUTH Really good allotment, all boundaries are metal or with proper 

hedgrow to suport the boundaries. This allotment is financially secure 

49 0 10 Not 

Required 

 

Goscote Lane NORTH Front gate gets flooded in bad weather. Perimeter is fine, all metal 

fencing

101 1 1 Not 

Required 

 

Greenfields Road EAST Fencing and security was in good condition (Pallasade fencing and 

good locks).    Drive needs to be done - there was quote that was 

done last year

96 0 15 Not needed  

Huntington Road (New 

Invention)

WEST Overall site in good condition, the poor boundry that was stated in the 

PSS report as now been upgraded and is now at a good level, toilet 

facilites are poor. Site as one access point from a neighbouring 

house who has a plot on site. 

17 0 3 Not 

Required 

 

 

Sneyd Lane (Dudley 

Fields)

NORTH Overall site is in good conditon. 20 0 4 Not 

Required 

 

Sutton Road SOUTH The main path leading up to the allotment gates, and the pathway in 

the allotment is all pebbly and can cause large puddles when raining.  

The allotment is in a good condition.

83 0 25 Not 

Required 

 

Wimperis Way 

(Pheasey)

EAST The perimeter is in good condition, metal pallasade all around the 

allotment / gravel pathways in the allotment degraded. Gate in good 

condition

58 0 22 Not needed  

Addenbrooke Street WEST Wooden fencing all around, right side of the allotment needs to be 

rectified as posts are tilting. 

28 0 14 108 £7,560

Alfred Street WEST New fencing required along the right and back of the site.  Front and 

left, both in good condition - recently replaced.

21 0 0 101 £7,070

 

Bentley Mill Way 

Allotments

WEST This allotment is in very good condition. Main gates are pallasade, 

the left side of the allotment is high mesh fencing with barbed wire 

which needs replacing.

14 0 14 129 £9,030

Borneo Street SOUTH Allotment is well maintained. The boundary is a mixture of wood, 

trees, hedgrow, mesh and pallasade fencing. Front gate needs to be 

replaced due to only being mesh with barbed wire on top, along with 

the fencing surrounding the front gate. Rightside of from the 

beginning of the gate is pallasade for approx 2 or 3 meters, then 

mesh fencing, and the same at the bottom of the fencing, in the 

middle is mesh fencing which overlooks the main road, - this requires 

pallasade fencing.  The left side of the allotment is half mesh from 

the front gate, and then turns to pallasade.  

40 0 30 134 £9,380

Broadway (between 191 

& 193 Broadway)

SOUTH There are a lot of broken areas of metal wire fence especially around 

the disued area of the allotments where intruders have gained 

access in the past.

73 16 0 460 £32,200

Cartbridge Lane EAST Will require fencing on the right hand side of the car park, 

everywhere else is pallasade fencing.

28 0 0 86 £6,020

Clarkes Lane WEST Leased by Council from Rubery Own - Boundary far right corner 

(needs a lot of work, full of brambles and bushes) / Left side wooden 

fence (Needs work) / Overgrown area at right hand corner of site  / 

Pallasade metal fencing rear of the allotment that includes barbed 

wire 

21 0 3 100 £7,000

Delves Green Road 2 SOUTH One shared border to adjacent houses has gaps in the fencing where 

residential gardens back onto the allotment. There are gaps in metal 

fencing at the back of the allotment.

40 0 11 247 £17,290

Dovedale Avenue WEST Gate secure, the other gate entering could be replaced, but not 

essential due to the main gate on the road. Leftside of the allotment 

is private fencing which is wooden. Right and back of allotment is 

green high mesh criss cross new fencing.

15 0 25 29 £2,030

Forest Avenue NORTH overall site is in good condition, the boundary fence is a 6 feet 

chainmail fence with concrete posts which is within a good standard 

apart from to the rear left of the site where the fence has been 

damaged, this is also where trespassers enter the site and is causing 

security issues and ASB

20 1 0 83 £5,810

Grenfell Road NORTH The perimiter is good, but at main gate may need pallasade fencing 

as currently mesh with no headgrow at the gate which could be a 

problematic . The brook on the site needs to be cleared - the 

pathway is broken and gets flooded constantly, especially near the 

brook and the car park in the allotment site which can not be used, 

very uneven pathway. 101 plots however only 80 useable

80 0 11 1 £70

Huckers Road SOUTH Left side fencing needs replacing, in disrepair - it has wooden broken 

fencing and criss cross mesh which is waist high. The back of the 

allotments fencing is a mixture of trees, hedegrow, bushes and chain 

link fencing, which also needs replacing.  Right side fencing is chain 

link, but this is in good condition.

50 0 1 208 £14,560

Ince Road WEST Allotment requires fencing on the right hand side of the allotment 

where there is another gate which needs to be fenced off.

13 0 1 34 £2,380

Lane Avenue / 

Parkbrook

SOUTH Gate at the back of the allotment is in poor condition (fencing which 

can be jumped over even though there is barbed wire on the top). 

The allotment is prone to flooding due to the channel and the brook 

that goes through the allotment.  Fencing needs installing along canal 

side

101 0 8 352 £24,640

Lord Street SOUTH Pathway leading up to gate between houses 118 & 120, the gates 

needs to be adjecent to the pavement. The gate is secure with 2 

locks.  The gate itself is criscross wired, and have barbed wire ontop 

of the gate, would be desirable to change this gate. The fencing has 

just been recently done.  There are 2 plots which have been fenced 

off due to the trees with a gate to access it. Fencing border is very 

good.  The fencing by Patriot Close (southern border) needs to be 

done 

75 0 4 116 £8,120

Queens Lea WEST All of the fencing needs to be done around the perimeter.  12 0 10 261 £18,270

Slaters Lane SOUTH Pallasade front gate in good condition. The front fencing is 7 ft green 

hardcore mesh in very good condition.  The right side overlooks the 

railway which has trees, hedges and bushes which is mixed in with a 

few metres of pallasade in places - right side may require fencing as 

they do occassionally get people jumping over from the railway .  

Back of allotments again bushes, brambles, trees which is very thick, 

desirable to have fencing at back, but not essential.

60 4 0 393 £27,510

Trees Road SOUTH Fencing required from Delves Road all around the border. Gate is 

fine, but need fencing around the gate as coming off the hinges and 

made of wood which is crumbling

13 3 0 340 £23,800

Victoria Road WEST Left side has half pallasade from the main road towards the middle, 

then it turns private fencing which is half wooden. Left side of 

allotment needs to be improved. Back of allotment needs fencing, as 

confiers are pushing back the posts.

54 0 10 155 £10,850



Winterley Lane EAST Wooden fence at rear of car park is privatley owned - in need of 

improvement / Peremiter of the allotment is pallasade metal fencing 

(Good) / Metal gates double locking (Good) 

41 0 11 26 £1,820

Wrexham Avenue SOUTH Security issues from front gate, prone to ASB and the plot holders 

are very wary  of them trespassing onto the allotment. The fencing 

needs to be replaced on the right hand side which is broken and not 

secure.

39 2 5 350 £24,500

1352 29 252 3713 £259,910
 

  


